saccades. Neurons in the higher-order lateral intraparietal area keep track of elapsed time between behavioural events [5] . It is not established whether the time coding in these cells is influenced by saccades; however, our data reveal some MST neurons that do not have saccade-related reductions in latency, thus showing that some neurons in the parietal cortex operate independent of eye movements.
Morrone et al. [2] showed that temporal precision was improved around the time of saccades. The standard deviations of the mean latencies for MT/MST neurons in the active case are significantly smaller than those for the passive case (F ratio test, P << 0.01). These data indicate an increase in the precision of response timing during saccades, which could account for the peri-saccadic perceptual improvement in temporal precision. Figure 1A ) they fire precisely aimed jets of water at distant aerial prey to catch their dislodged victims on the water surface [1] [2] [3] . The tube is thought capable only of delivering an all-or-none shot of fixed force [4] . But archerfish shoot down an impressive range of different organisms from flies to small lizards [1] , can estimate their absolute size [2] , and would save energy by tuning their shots accordingly. Studying for the first time the forces transferred to prey, we discovered that archerfish do not fire all-or-none shots but fine-tune their surprisingly costly shots to prey size. This tuning is strikingly lacking of plasticity and innately matched to a constant key property of archerfish feeding ecology: the universal scaling [5] of adhesive forces of their various prey organisms. By imaging the impact of archerfish shots at frame rates of 5000 s -1 (see Supplemental experimental procedures in the Supplemental data available on-line with this issue) we were able to derive for the first time the forces acting on prey and discovered that archerfish transfer systematically larger maximum forces to larger targets ( Figure 1B) . Strikingly, forces were strictly tuned to target-size even in fish that had grown up in an artificial situation in which we removed all advantages of adjusting force. Under these conditions firing a weak, size-independent shot sufficed to receive a reward of constant nutritional value, regardless which target the fish were firing at. Because of their impressive cognitive performance in other tasks [2, 3] we expected the fish to readily adjust to such conditions and to not tune their force-transfer. Nevertheless, even after two years in this setting, all fish continued to increase their maximum instantaneous forces ( Figure 1C , r 2 = 0.88, P < 0.001) and the total momenta transferred (r 2 = 0.97, P < 0.001, data not shown) in strict proportion to target size.
This puzzling lack of plasticity could be understood as an evolutionary match to a stable key factor in archerfish hunting:
The maximum adhesive forces in animals as diverse as flies and lizards have recently been shown to follow a universal scaling rule [5] . As a consequence of the self-similar structure of their attachment pads, terminal elements occur in a density N p that universally increases with the animal's mass m 2/3 , and the total adhesive forces increase proportional to N p 1/2 . Hence, the maximum adhesive forces an archerfish's shot must overcome in order to actually dislodge prey increase linearly with prey's size (i.e. with its linear dimensions or m 1/3 ). Archerfish force-scaling closely matches this prediction, ensuring a reasonable safety margin: for any given size of prey, the fish apply about ten times the forces the adhesive organs of prey of that size could maximally sustain ( Figure 1C) .
Our findings do not support the views that archerfish shooting has been significantly shaped either by components of prey adhesion that are not mediated by specialized organs, or by an attempt of the fish to achieve a mass-independent speed level of its dislodged prey -these would predict force to increase with, respectively, the square or the third power of the prey's size. Moreover, because the first shot hits prey unprepared in an average posture, the fish needed not to adjust to the probably much larger forces some prey might exert by clawing to the substrate.
The evolutionary pressures for adjusting the shots at all, instead of firing an all-or-none shot of sufficient maximum force, became evident when we analyzed the mass, speed and kinetic energy of the shots. For this we absorbed and weighed the ejected water and monitored its release speed (see Supplemental data). A hunting bout performed at the peak shooting rate and with shots of maximal force consumes at least Ranges of adhesive forces in flies [6] , bugs [7] and other animals [5] 
